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Abstracct
To fully d
describe the relationship between tw
wo or more co
orrelated ran
ndom variablles, one need
ds to
specify the multivariaate distributiion function.. This is beyo
ond what is rreasonable to
o expect a prroject
ore typically require the u
user to
managerr to estimatee subjectivelyy. Schedule rrisk analysis ttools therefo
specify ju
ust the distriibutions of th
he individual durations an
nd the correllation coefficcients between them.
Some systems requirre this to be specified
s
by means of a covariance
c
m
matrix, allowing correlatio
ons
n any number of tasks. This presents a potential p
problem becaause not all m
matrices are valid
between
covarian
nce matrices. Other systeems allow any one duration to be corrrelated with just one other
duration
n. The challenge is to pro
oduce samplees which exhibit the correect means an
nd standard d
deviations,
and the correct correelation coeffiicient, while also preservving the shape of the speccified distribu
utions, all
pon minimal user input. A technique is presented
d in which thee user can sp
pecify the correlation
based up
between
n each duratiion and one of
o a set of usser‐named exxogenous variables, but which does n
not
require h
him to speciffy anything about the disttribution of tthese exogen
nous variablees and which
h cannot
result in invalid covariance matricces. Results are presenteed showing a close corresspondence b
between
nd sampled rresults.
user requirements an
Overview
w
The criticcal path metthod (CPM) u
using single‐p
point estimattes of task du
urations has been the staandard
method of creating p
project plans for over halff a century. TThis in spite of
o the fact th
hat for all thaat time it
n known thatt it fails to recognize the uncertainty attached
a
to aany projectio
ons of the futture, and
has been
in particular its estim
mates of the p
project comp
pletion date aand other keey dates is alw
ways biased towards
mistic. PERT (Program Evvaluation and
d Review Tecchnique) wass an early attempt to mod
del this
the optim
uncertainty but is flawed in manyy ways, including its inabiility to take into account more than o
one path,
d
not add
dress the bias mentioned
d above. Sch
hedule risk an
nalysis (SRA),, using
which means that it does
Carlo simulation, is now the accepted way to model uncertaintty in project networks, an
nd indeed
Monte C
is mandaated for man
ny US Govern
nment contraacts.
It is often required to
o model corrrelations betw
ween the duration estimaates for diffeerent tasks, and
a most
mit pairs of taasks to be co
orrelated
SRA software providees some capaability to do this. Some ssystems perm
w each other, but subjject to restricctions. (Typiically, if task A is correlateed with taskss B and C it
directly with
is not po
ossible to also
o specify the correlation between B aand C.) This presents a problem if tassks A, B,

mmetrical
and C deepend upon ssome outsidee factor like tthe weather and are therrefore correlated in a sym
way, i.e. the correlation between
n each possib
ble pairing off tasks is the same, then tthis cannot b
be
nted. If the ccorrelation ccoefficient beetween A and
d each of thee others is 0.5 then the co
orrelation
represen
between
n B and C is o
only 0.25 and
d the symmettry is lost.
Another problem is tthat it is difficcult to correlate two duraations if their distribution
ns are differeent, for
d the other iss skewed righ
ht.
examplee if one is skeewed left and
More reccently the idea has been proposed, fo
or example b
by David Huleett (1), that factors
f
which
h affect
multiple tasks should
d be explicitlyy recognized and modeleed. He calls tthese “driverrs,” and the effect
e
of
ultiplicative ffactor in arrivving at the vaalue of the duration. Theese factors
each drivver is interprreted as a mu
typically vary around
d the value 1,, so that for eexample a drriver value off 1.2 would rrepresent a 2
20%
increase in duration over what it would otherrwise be,
ms superficiallly similar to this, in that it makes usee of a set of eexternal
The solution proposeed here seem
w
I call ““correlation ssources” to d
distinguish th
hem from thee “drivers” in
n the multipliicative
factors, which
model deescribed abo
ove. Howeveer, the motivation behind
d it and the w
way it is impleemented aree both
quite diffferent. The primary mottivation, as already discusssed, is to preserve the syymmetry wh
hen
multiple tasks are paartially depen
ndent on a single correlattion source o
or set of correelation sourcces.
My assumption is thaat duration eestimates aree inherently u
uncertain, an
nd at least so
ome of this uncertainty
cannot b
be attributed
d to identifiab
ble causes. My
M solution ttherefore allo
ows the userr to specify both the
distributtion of the taask duration and
a the correelation coeffficient betweeen it and eacch of any number of
sources. This preservves the symm
metry of the situation described abovve, while presserving the ability
a
to
he unsymmetrical case if necessary. As an added
d benefit, it tu
urns out to b
be unnecessaary to
model th
specify aanything about the distrib
bution of thee sources theemselves.
What is a Correlation
n Coefficientt?
Before ggoing on, we should defin
ne our terms a bit more closely. Theree are in fact sseveral kindss of
correlation coefficien
nt. The mostt commonly known is thee “product moment”
m
or P
Pearson Corrrelation
Coefficieent:

ween two varriables. This is
It varies from ‐1 to +1 and is a meeasure of thee linear relatiionship betw
nt, because a value of zerro does not n
necessarily mean
m
that tw
wo variables are
a unrelated
d. I copied
importan
the following scatterr plots (figuree 1) from Wikkipedia. Each
h has the Peaarson correlaation coefficiient next
to it:






TThe first row
w shows typiccal scatter diaagrams with correlation ccoefficients vvarying from 1 to ‐1.
A the scatteer diagrams o
All
on the second row have a correlation coefficient o
of 1, so note that it
d
does
not dep
pend on the gradient.
g
(Th
hough there has to be some variation
n in both variiables, so
t middle o
the
one is actuallyy indetermin
nate – zero divided by zerro in the above equation..)
T examplees in the botttom row each
The
h clearly show some relattionship betw
ween the two
v
variables,
bu
ut because th
his relationsh
hip is not linear all have a Pearson corrrelation of 0.
F
Fortunately,
for most praactical purposes we can aassume that the
t relationsship is sufficieently
l
linear
that w
we won’t get eexamples like these.

Figure 1..
The otheer measure o
of relatednesss between raandom variables is the “rrank order” o
or Spearman
n
correlation coefficien
nt. This is meerely the Peaarson correlaation coefficient of the raank orders off the two
c
beccause it requ
uires storing aall the observvation
distributtions. Clearlyy this is moree difficult to compute
pairs, and then sortin
ng them wheen one is finisshed. (By contrast, the P
Pearson coeffficient can bee
ulating various sums as o
one producess the sampless, thus savingg the memorry
computeed by accumu
necessarry to store th
he observatio
ons and the ccomputation necessary to
o sort them.))
However, as we shall see, the Speearman coeffficient is more readily ap
pplicable to th
he case when the two
distributtions are not the same.

n Variables w
with Differen
nt Distributio
ons be Correlated?
How Can
It might seem strange to try to co
orrelate variaables with diffferent distriibutions, but it is perfectlly possible
a we use thee Spearman ccorrelation coefficient. (A
And in practiice the Pearsson coefficien
nt will also
as long as
be close.) Here are a few examples from Full Monte.
In figure 2, both distrributions aree the same (though not syymmetrical) aand the Pearrson and Speearman
coefficieents are both close to the specified vaalue of 0.8.

Figure 2:: Attempt at 80% correlattion between
n two identiccal triangularr distributions.

ation between two triangular distributtions with op
pposite skewss.
Figure 3:: Attempt att 80% correla
Compariing figures 3 through 5 it can be seen that:




tthe shape off the distributtions and theeir means an
nd standard deviations
d
are not compromised by
t process tto be presented here.
the
e
except
when
n the distribu
utions are ideentical, the Pearson coeffficient is alwaays a little lesss than the
S
Spearman
co
oefficient, th
he latter bein
ng very close to the theorretical value in all cases.
i particular,, when the distributions aare not identtical it is still possible to h
in
have them peerfectly
c
correlated
acccording to SSpearman bu
ut not according to Pearso
on.

In figgure 4, the tw
wo variables are totally d
dependent up
pon each oth
her as indicatted by the fact the
scattter plot is a line, but becaause the distributions aree different th
his line is not straight and
d
conssequently thee Pearson co
orrelation coeefficient is less than 1. Th
he two distributions are aas closely
relatted as possib
ble given theiir respective parameters being differeent.
(In the live preseentation I plan to use th
he illustrated
d program in real time an
nd may illusttrate more
mples.)
exam

ween two tria
angular distriibutions with
h opposite skeews.
Figure 4:: Attempt att perfect corrrelation betw

Figure 5:: The same tw
wo triangula
ar distribution
ns, uncorrela
ated.

od being proposed, we first need to ccover some th
heory.
To explain the metho
The Corrrelation Mattrix
To fully d
describe the correlations between a sset of N rand
dom variabless one needs to specify a correlation
c
matrix. This is a sym
mmetrical maatrix represen
nting the corrrelation betw
ween each pair
p of variables
something like this:
Task

A

B
1

A
B

C

D

E

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

1

0

0.2

0.3

1

0.3

0.1

1

0.2

C
D
E

1

Figure 6:: A correlatio
on matrix.

Notice th
hat the cells on the diago
onal are all 1 because eacch representss the correlattion of each variable
with itseelf. Also notee that since the correlatio
on coefficientt between A and B is the same as that between
B and A w
we need onlyy fill in the vaalues in the upper
u
part of matrix, colo
ored yellow. Such matricces are
called up
pper triangular matrices.
This is sttill quite a lott of values to
o enter, and it goes up rou
ughly with th
he square of the number of tasks.
(Actuallyy as (n‐1)*(n‐‐2)/2.)
There is another problem with allowing userss to enter thee whole uppeer triangular matrix, and that is
hat if B and C are both
that not all such matrices are valiid. It should be intuitively obvious for example th
with A they m
must also be perfectly co
orrelated with
h each otherr. So a matriix like this
perfectlyy correlated w
is not allowed:
Task
A

A

B
1

B
C
D
E

Figure 7:: An invalid ccorrelation matrix.
m

C

D

E

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5
1

ove case is intuitively obvvious, but in ggeneral it is n
not trivial to identify an in
nvalid matrixx, as we
(The abo
shall seee later.)
In the syymmetrical caase discussed
d in the overrview we wou
uld like to sp
pecify a matriix specifying the
correlation between each pair so
omething likee this:
Task

A

A

B
1

B

C

D

E

0.5

0.5

0..5

0.5

1

0.5

0..5

0.5

1

0..5

0.5

1

0.5

C
D

1

E

Figure 8:: Symmetrica
al correlation
ns between durations
d
of 5 tasks.
This is a lot of data to
o enter. For this reason, and also to aavoid invalid correlation matrices,
m
mo
ost
ween each task and one other,
o
which is equivalentt to enteringg just the
systems permit correelations betw
w of the abovee matrix:
first row
Task

A

A

B
1

C
0.5

B

D
0.5

E
0
0.5

0.5

1

C

1

D

1

E

1

Figure 9:: What we acctually get to
o specify in so
ome systemss, leaving thee rest to the software.
s
The emp
pty cells are in effect com
mpleted by the system as follows:
Task
A

A

B
1

B
C
D
E

Figure 10
0: What we m
may end up w
with.

C

D

E

0.5

0.5

0
0.5

0.5

1

0.25

0..25

0.25

1

0..25

0.25

1

0.25
1

oefficients beetween B, C, D, E are onlyy .25 and thee symmetry is lost. (By tthe way,
So, the ccorrelation co
we could
d have choseen to correlatte B with A, C with B, D w
with C, etc. bu
ut the missing values wou
uld still
default tto 0.25.) Thiss value repreesents the co
orrelation bettween, say, B and C, whicch is due to ttheir both
being correlated with
h A, and is th
he minimum correlation tthat is possib
ble given thesse correlations with A.
uarantees that the matrixx is valid, butt at the cost of
o user choicce.
It also gu
Correlation Sources
My soluttion to the ab
bove problem
m is to correllate each tassk not directly with other tasks but wiith one or
more ou
utside factorss which I am calling correlation sourcees, and to furrther assumee that:



TThe sources are uncorrelated with eaach other.
T tasks aree uncorrelateed with each other excep
The
pt to the exteent implied by
b their correelations
w one or m
with
more shared sources.

(It may not
n be obviou
us, but this d
does not limitt the user’s ability
a
to indirectly specifyy any valid seet of
correlations between
n tasks.)
The valid
d matrices co
onsequently look like thiss:
Task

I1

I2

I3

T1

T2

I1

1

0

0

0.5

0

I2

0

1

0

0.5

0.5

I3

0

0

1

0

0.5

T1

0.5
5

0.5

0

1

0.25

T2

0

0.5

0.5

0.25

1

Figure 11
1: Correlatio
ons between 2 tasks and 3 correlation
n sources.
o sources fo
ollowed by a number of taasks across the
t top and down
d
the
In figure 11, there are a number of
matrix has 1’ss on the diaggonal and 0’s in the otherr places, indiccating that
side. The upper left part of the m
ow cells repreesent the corrrelation betw
ween the
the sources are not ccorrelated wiith each otheer. The yello
d the sources. Task T1 is correlated with
w sources 1 and 2, whiile task T2 is correlated w
with
tasks and
sources 2 and 3. Beccause they sh
hare a sourcee, they are also correlated
d with each other,
o
indicated by the
on‐zero yello
ow cells. (I have shown th
pink cells. Values entered by thee user are onlly the four no
his in full
han upper triiangular form
m because it makes the next step cleaarer.)
rather th

As mentioned earlierr, not all concceivable corrrelation matrrices are valid. In general it is not so eeasy to
ut this is beyo
ond the
spot an iinvalid matrixx. (The technical requireement is that it be positivve definite bu
scope off this paper.)
But with the above aassumptions it becomes simple:
s
the matrix
m
is valid
d if and only if the sum o
of the
o the correlaations betweeen any task and its sources does nott exceed 1.
squares of the absolute values of
hat in order tto generate N random variables
Given that this simple condition iis satisfied, itt turns out th
o generate a set of N unccorrelated raandom
correlateed as specifieed by the maatrix, it is neccessary just to
variables, after which one can geenerate the rrequired corrrelated variab
bles as linearr combinatio
ons of the
uncorrellated ones.
The Cholesky Decom
mposition
But how do we deterrmine the co
oefficients in this linear co
ombination? They are givven by the Ch
holesky
decompo
osition, whicch is an algorithm to find a lower‐trian
ngular matrixx L such that:
A = L L*
Where A is the valid (positive deffinite) covariaance matrix and L* is thee transpose o
of L. The maatrix L can
be used to transform
m a set of unccorrelated random variab
bles into a set of correlateed ones. (Byy the way,
ositive definiite, there will be no soluttion to this eq
quation.)
if the maatrix is not po
(André‐LLouis Choleskky was a Fren
nch mathemaatician. Born
n in 1875, hee was also an army officerr and died
in 1918 n
near the end
d of World W
War I.)
Finding tthe decompo
osition in thee general casee is complicaated (2), but tthe particulaars of the asssumptions
made ab
bove make it much easierr. For examp
ple, the 5x5 m
matrix abovee decomposees into the fo
ollowing
matrix (aand its transp
pose):

Taskk
I1
I2
I3
T1
T2

I1

I2
2
1
0
0
0.5
0

Figure 12
2: Cholesky decompositio
d
on.

I3
0
1
0
0.5
0.5

T1
0
0
1
0
0.5
5

0
0
0
0.7
707
0

T2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0.707

a
reprresent a set of
o independeent random variables
v
The columns are marrked as beforre, but they actually
v
compo
osed of thesee
not direcctly with the original sourrces and taskks. If we mulltiply L by a vector
uncorrelated variablees we get thee correlated variables wee want:
x =Lx
x’
So, for example, to o
obtain a duration sample for task T1 (w
which is on row
r 4) we meerely add .5 ttimes x1,
nd x4 are ind
dependent raandom variab
bles.
.5 times x2, and .71 ttimes x4, wheere x1, x2, an
bles, and in faact x4 and x5
5 can also
Note thaat the 3 sourcces are identtical to the first 3 uncorreelated variab
be loosely associated
d with T1 and
d T2, represeenting that vaariation in th
hese task durrations which
h does not
urces. In facct we can eassily compute the coefficieent knowing that the coeefficients of
depend upon the sou
s
as the d
desired correelation coeffiicients and th
hat the sum of the squarees in each
the sources are the same
row musst add to 1.
This lead
ds us to the ssimple rule fo
or knowing w
when we have a valid (possitive definite) correlation matrix,
subject tto the assum
mptions alread
dy noted; thee squares of the correlatiion coefficien
nts for each ttask must
not exceeed 1. (btw, yyou may nottice that 0.70
07 is the squaare root of 0..5. The rule is that the su
um of the
squares in each row add to 1.)
Finally note that we have no interest in the so
ource variablles per se. In
n fact we don
n’t care how the
sources aare distributed, and the u
user thereforre never has to specify an
nything abou
ut the sourcees.
Preserving the Distriibutions.
So, problem solved? Not so fast. The linear combination
ns above generate variables with the right
nts, but almo
ost everything else is wro
ong. For example, we aree adding .5 tiimes each
correlation coefficien
other. If both
h original varriables are in the range {0
0, 1} then thee result
of two vaariables and .7 times ano
will be in
n the range {0
0, 1.7}, so bo
oth the mean
n and the standard deviattion will be d
different. In ffact,
nothing in the abovee indicates an
nything about the shape o
or parameters of the desired duration
n
b and undeerstand two o
other
distributtions. Beforee we deal witth this probleem we must step back a bit
issues.
urselves what distribution
ns we should
d use to samp
ple the uncorrrelated variaables
First, wee must ask ou
referred to above. These
T
are desstined to be ccombined in various lineaar combinations. Linear
dom variablees tend towards being normally distrib
buted whateever the indivvidual
combinaations of rand
distributtions are. (Fo
or example tw
wo uniform d
distributed vvariables add
ded together gives us a triangle,
another one added to that starts to round offf the cornerss, and as we aadd more thee distribution
n gradually
o, in order to
o know whatt the distributions of the linear
l
combinations are, it pays to
becomess normal.) So
start with normal disstributions an
nd assume th
he resulting linear combin
nation is also
o normal.

ow random variables
v
aree sampled byy inversion. (There are otther ways
Secondlyy, we must understand ho
to samplle, but we neeed to use inversion in orrder for this tto work.) Fo
or this purpose, a probability
distributtion is repressented by its cumulative d
distribution ffunction,
F
F(x)
d x. This function naturally goes
Which reepresents thee probabilityy that the acttual value willl not exceed
from 0 fo
or sufficiently low values of x to 1 for sufficiently high
h values of
o x. It is mo
onotonic incrreasing and
generallyy looks like aan S‐Curve:

Figure 9:: An S‐Curve representingg a cumulativve distributio
on probability function (C
CDF).
om) number between 0
To generrate the variaable, we merrely need to generate a random (or pseudo‐rando
and 1, an
nd look it up “backwards”” on this S‐Curve. The prrobability of tthe correspo
onding value of x being
selected is proportional to the slo
ope of the cu
urve, i.e. the probability density
d
of thee variable x. (Note
ones on the x‐scale.)
x
that even intervals on the y‐scalee correspond to uneven o
nerating pseudo‐random
m numbers
The trickk therefore iss to intervenee early in thee sampling prrocess by gen
which arre already correlated, and
d then to usee these in thee inverse sam
mpling of the specified disstribution.

nerated betw
ween the unifformly distrib
buted random
m
Since thee correlations have actuaally been gen
numberss, and since tthese are maapped onto the cumulativve distributio
on curve whicch is monoto
onic
increasin
ng, this is esssentially the same
s
as corrrelating the rank
r
orders o
of the final vaariables. Hen
nce it is
the Speaarman coefficcient that maatches the vaalue specified
d. (As we haave seen, thee Pearson coefficient is
the samee only when the distributtions are the same, but in
n any case th
he difference is relatively minor.)
Putting iit all Togetheer
a nearly do
one. We havee seen that w
we can createe correlated random variiables as a lin
near
OK, we are
combinaation of unco
orrelated onees, and also that we can u
use uniformlyy distributed but correlatted
random variables as the input to the inversion process. The
T problem is that the co
orrelated varriables we
d we want th
hem to be uniformly
generatee by the proccess describeed above are normally disstributed and
distributted.
ds us to the ffinal link in th
he puzzle. No
ormal variatees can be turrned into uniiform ones by inverting
This lead
the inverrsion processs, so to speak. If we havee the normal cumulative distribution function we can look
up valuees generated by the Choleesky decomp
position on th
he x‐axis and
d read off uniiformly distributed
variabless from the y‐‐axis, and wee use these to
o sample whatever distrib
bution the usser specified.
t order in w
which it occu
urred to me, which is possibly not the best way
I have prresented thiss in roughly the
to underrstand it, so I will recap here the process in the order in which it is done:
mple a value for each sou
urce from a n
normal distrib
bution.
1. FFirst (at the sstart of each trial) we sam
2. Next
N we sam
mple the task distributionss by inversion using a uniiformly distriibuted rando
om
n
number
geneerated by on
ne of two pro
ocesses:
a. If thee task has no
o correlationss we just usee a standard random
r
num
mber.
b. If thee task has co
orrelations, w
we sample a n
normal and ccombine it with
w the relevant source
samp
ple in the appropriate linear combinaation, and traansform the result
r
back to
oa
unifo
orm distributtion in {0,1}.
Work
Previouss Published W
d incorporateed into Full M
Monte was deeveloped ind
dependently,, but I
The method describeed above and
o claim to its originality. IIn preparatio
on for this preesentation I went into the literature to
t see if
make no
someonee else had deeveloped it b
before me. I found refereences to a couple of papeers (3 and 4) w
which
attacked
d the more diifficult probleem of generaating random
m variables frrom arbitraryy distribution
ns with
specified
d Pearson correlation coeefficients, but none that d
did this for th
he Spearman
n coefficient as
describeed above. That does not however
h
mean that it has not been done before.

Conclusiion
p
here:
Essentially, there aree two ideas presented
Using the Spearman rather than the P
Pearson corrrelation coeffficient in order to properrly model
1. U
c
correlations
different disttributions.
between varriables with d
2. Requiring
R
thaat correlations be specified not directtly between ttasks but bettween each task
t
and
o or more independen
one
nt sources.
he
The method describeed above enaables samplees to be produced which aaccurately reeflect both th
d correlations and the shaapes of the sspecified disttributions. It addition, it turns
t
out thaat it is not
specified
necessarry to specify anything abo
out the distriibutions of th
hese sourcess.
mean for userrs?
But whatt does this m





It mean
ns that:

TThey can acccurately repreesent the situation where three or more tasks eacch depend equally
u
upon
a singlee external facctor (or “correlation sourrce”).
T
They
can also
o represent tthe situation where taskss may depend upon the ssame externaal factor
b not to th
but
he same degrree.
T
They
can do all this witho
out having to
o specify a wh
hole matrix o
of informatio
on, and witho
out having
t specify anything aboutt the distribu
to
ution of this eexternal factor.
T
They
can speecify the duraation distribu
utions indepeendently of tthe correlatio
ons and thesse will be
a
accurately
reepresented, eeven when th
he duration distributions
d
s are differen
nt.

ons entered are between
n a task
There is however onee caveat. Ussers must be aware that tthe correlatio
ources. The resulting corrrelations beetween tasks with a shareed source aree the product of the
and its so
two corrrelations specified. Thus,, to create a ccorrelation o
of 81% betweeen two taskks, each should have a
correlation of 90% w
with the shareed source.
Note also
o that this m
means that in the rare cases when onee wants a neggative correlaation betweeen two
tasks onee must enterr one positivee and one neegative correelation with the
t source; iff both tasks aare
negativeely correlated
d with a shared source th
hey will be po
ositively corrrelated with each other.
wever seems a small pricee to pay for the ability forr the benefitss listed above. In Full Mo
onte it is
This how
also a sim
mple matter to view the implied correelations betw
ween tasks.
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